Present: Jerry Thibodeau, Steve Weber, David Coursey, David Saad and alternate Ken Weinig sitting as Brian Flynn.

Absent: Carl Spring, Brian Flynn and Cheryl Lewis

Chairman Jerry Thibodeau opened the meeting with the Pledge of Allegiance at 7:00 pm.

**Blasting:** Gail Sanborn approached the Board with complaints of the recent blast at the CNHA pit. She requested a copy of the application for blasting, a copy of the inspection report, and any violations, corrections and time table for same. She would like more notice than 10 minutes of a blast – she has renters in her basement and they need time to vacate the house. She felt abutters and everyone on Groton Hollow Road should have a 24-hour notice. And she further requested a personal notification from the blaster.

The Board explained this is a Selectmen’s issue, but the requested copies will be supplied within the next few days.

Dave Coursey confirmed that he had completed the pit inspection with Selectman Ed Haskell and the inspection went well, as did the blast. He was present for the actual blast.

Dave C. stated he would like to give up doing the pit inspection for excavation, however, he will do the blasting inspection. He does not have the time and feels an outsider could better deal with the excavation inspections and any violations that may exist. David C. made a motion for outside resources to take over the inspection of excavation pits, seconded by Steve. The motion was approved by a unanimous vote. David S. suggested a fee be paid to cover the cost of inspections whether blasting or pit.

**Resignation:** Cam Brown submitted a letter of resignation from his position as alternate on the Board due to the lack of time to fully apply himself to the position. It was accepted with regrets.

A letter of resignation submitted by the Clerk in March and not accepted was brought before the Board. The letter was not accepted at this meeting for lack of a motion.

**Minutes:** The minutes of April 28th were accepted with one correction.
The minutes of May 12th were accepted as written.
The minutes of May 26th were accepted as written.

**Regulations:** The subdivision regulation updates were continued starting with Section 6.06 and ending with section 7.02. Work will continue on these at the regular meetings with a possible work session being scheduled.

The meeting adjourned at 9:05 pm.
Respectfully submitted,
Diana Kindell, Clerk